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Abstract— This paper discusses a unique formulation for the1

en-route flight planning problem in a constrained airspace with2

the objective to minimize costs incurred from earliness, lateness,3

and fuel-consumption; and to ensure flight safety. Mid-air conflict4

and collision avoidance, minimum separation distance between5

aircraft and speed-dependent fuel-consumption-rate are explicitly6

formulated. A 3D mesh network consisting of waypoints is used to7

provide alternative routing options for aircraft. The formulation8

of fuel-consumption-rate as a function of speed as part of the9

air-traffic planning (ATP) problem is unique in the literature.10

Moreover, this paper is the first attempt to model the mid-air11

conflict and collision avoidance as part of the ATP problem.12

In order to demonstrate the capabilities of the mathematical13

model, test instances were generated and solved by three different14

solution strategies. The proposed centralized solution strategy15

can optimally solve small size instances, similar to the air-traffic16

around airports to help air-traffic control authorities to manage17

arrival and departure sequences. Larger networks that include18

several airports can be solved by the proposed two sequential19

solution strategies (decentralized and hybrid solution strategies)20

to help air-traffic planning authorities to manage air-traffic safely21

and more economically.22

Index Terms— Air-traffic control, air-traffic flow management,23

fuel optimal control, conflict and collision avoidance, speed-24

dependent fuel-consumption.25

I. INTRODUCTION26

DEMAND for airline services has been steadily increasing27

around the world. Around the world, both the seat28

capacity and the number of airline companies have increased29

significantly. While long-haul routes are still dominated by the30

major carriers such as United Airlines, Lufthansa or Singapore31

Airlines, relatively smaller airline companies have gained32

important market shares in the short-flight markets. These33

new market conditions have brought many challenges as well34

as benefits for the industry. Crowded airports and airspace,35
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volatile fuel prices, increasing environmental awareness and 36

labor costs, and unpredictable weather conditions in most 37

parts of the world are challenging many airline compa- 38

nies. The transportation authorities, in particular Air-Traffic 39

COntrollers (ATCOs) are also impacted from the current 40

market conditions. From taxing to facilitating safe navigation 41

in open skies, ATCOs play a crucial role in delivering on-time 42

services and ensuring the safety of aircraft and passengers. 43

During an aircraft’s journey, its speed and route are planned 44

by the airline, and approved and monitored by the responsible 45

Air-Traffic Control (ATC) authorities. Pilot’s discretion in the 46

en-route flight planning process is rarely an option (pilots 47

make real-time decisions in emergency situations). FAA antic- 48

ipates an increase of 56.9% in control tower operations and 49

over 100% in en-route (high altitude flights) traffic-control 50

operations by 2030 [1]. It is clear that increasing air-traffic is 51

undermining ATCOs’ ability to effectively manage the given 52

flight plans. Long working hours, stressful working conditions 53

and continuously increasing air-traffic volume may lead to 54

poor decision making by ATCOs, necessitating an increasing 55

reliance on tactical collision avoidance systems embedded in 56

airplanes to avoid mid-air collisions [23]. Furthermore, due to 57

high air-traffic volume, safety issues must be addressed before 58

the lower priority issues like economic and service objectives 59

of airlines can be accommodated. 60

Recently, an alternative Air-Traffic Flow Management 61

(ATFM) strategy, namely Free Flight Concept (FFC) has been 62

proposed to reduce the workload of ATCOs and improve the 63

air-traffic flow. FFC aims at transferring the en-route flight 64

planning task to individual aircraft ([14], [19], and [32]). The 65

motivation for the mathematical model introduced in this paper 66

came from the FFC philosophy. The goal is to assist both pilots 67

and airline companies to create safe and economic flight plans 68

and assist ATCOs to make real-time decisions for rerouting 69

aircraft safely and at the same time still considering the busi- 70

ness objective of the companies. In today’s air-traffic planning, 71

an aircraft completes its journey from an origin to a destination 72

by visiting a set of waypoints which are geographical coordi- 73

nates in the sky. Hence, we propose a mathematical model that 74

navigates aircraft through these waypoints between origin and 75

destination airports. The waypoint based mixed-integer linear 76

programming (MILP) model takes all meaningful airport and 77

flight characteristics into consideration to provide a compre- 78

hensive and thorough model of the situation. The produced 79

flight plan for each aircraft includes the sequence of waypoints 80

to be visited, the aircraft’s exact arrival and departures times 81

at these waypoints, the average speed between consecutive 82
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Fig. 1. Entrance and exit locations to/from the air sector impacts flight time
in the air sector: Flight from Seattle to San Francisco.

waypoints and the fuel-consumption rates at that speed. While83

the objective is to minimize the earliness, tardiness and84

the fuel-consumption costs, the mid-air conflict avoidance is85

explicitly handled. Despite its computational complexity in86

comparison to alternatives available in the literature (e.g. [9]),87

benefits of the proposed mathematical model are crucial for88

the future of the air transportation. Potential benefits are:89

• Increased airspace utilization: Even around the densely90

used airspace, the proposed waypoint based formulation91

provides significant flexibility for individual aircraft to92

perform collision-free navigation.93

• Fuel-consumption: The fuel-consumption-rate as a func-94

tion of speed is formulated without losing the linearity95

of the model. Consequently, more environmental friendly96

and less costly air traveling is made possible.97

• Accurate traveling time: Most air sector based ATFM98

formulations in the literature assume that flight duration99

in a given air sector can be bounded by a minimum100

and maximum flight time. In reality on the other hand,101

the flight time in an air sector is strictly depends on the102

entrance and exit points at the air sector. As illustrated103

in Fig. 1, flight time in a sector would significantly104

vary depending on the route taken. In the proposed105

waypoint based formulation, we successfully addressed106

this problem by determining more accurate flight duration107

in each sector.108

• Address complexity and assure accuracy: Three strate-109

gies (solution methods) are proposed. i) Centralized solu-110

tion strategy where flight plans for all incoming and111

departing aircraft are determined at the beginning of the112

planning horizon; ii) Sequential (decentralized) aircraft113

management strategy which conforms very well with 114

the objectives of the NASA’s FFC (aims at giving the 115

autonomy to the pilots in en-route flight planning [20]) 116

where each airplane determines its flight plan with respect 117

to the given current traffic conditions; iii) A Hybrid 118

solution strategy, that combines both centralized and 119

decentralized approaches, overcomes the scalability issue 120

of the centralized approach and provides much better 121

results than the decentralized approach. 122

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. 123

In Section II, a brief literature review, in Section III model, 124

and in Section IV solution and results are introduced. Finally 125

in Section V, the conclusions and the plans for future work 126

are summarized. 127

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 128

In this section we discuss the relevant literature on ATC and 129

ATFM problems. While there exists a rich literature on ATFM 130

problems, we only cover topics that are directly related to 131

the scope of our paper. For more general discussion on the 132

ATFM problem, readers are referred to the works of Navazio 133

and Romanin-Jacur [29] and de Neufville et al. [30]. Studies 134

in airport and airspace congestion, mid-air conflict resolution, 135

dynamic speed control and finally the speed-dependent fuel- 136

consumption problems are discussed below. 137

A. Air-Traffic Control and Flow Management 138

Earlier works on ATFM focus on ATC and airport con- 139

gestion problems. Airport congestion problems are further 140

categorized as aircraft landing and take-off problems [8]. 141

The research on ATC on the other hand mostly focuses 142

on the technological innovations. Only a handful of oper- 143

ations management literature that focuses on determining 144

and improving the size and capacity of air sectors with the 145

objective of improving the overall performance of ATC are 146

available ([22], [24], [28], and [38]). 147

More recent works in ATFM area focus on the determina- 148

tion of an economically sound en-route flight plan without 149

causing congestion in the air sectors and around airports. 150

Strategies such as ground and airborne delays/holdings are 151

crucial for the air sector capacity management. Odoni [31] 152

was one of the earliest to study the ground holding strategies 153

for a single airport. Later, dynamic ground holding problem 154

in a single airport is introduced [5], [21], [25], [27], and [37]. 155

As the demand for air-travelling has increased, a new line of 156

research for developing ground and airborne holding strategies 157

for multi-airport networks has emerged [2], [15], and [36]. 158

In their review paper, Navazio and Romanin-Jacur [29] 159

summarized the works on multi-airport ground holding prob- 160

lems. It is clear that the airborne delays are more expen- 161

sive than the ground holding costs. Yet, at the operational 162

level, airborne delays are necessary to absorb the impacts of 163

unexpected weather and air-traffic conditions. Hence, when 164

needed, airborne delays should be handled with the least 165

expensive ways. Consequently, the research focus has shifted 166

on the re-routing strategies to minimize the impact of airborne 167

delays. The rerouting concept has shifted the research focus 168
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on the ATFM problem. Consequently, the congestion prob-169

lem is tackled in the entire airspace rather than at a single170

airport. Helm [18] introduced one of the earliest rerouting171

formulations. Bertsimas and Patterson [11] and later172

Dell’Olmo and Lulli [14] developed mathematical models for173

enabling rerouting to respond changing traffic and weather174

conditions. Other notable works on the rerouting problem175

are Bertsimas et al. [9], Leal de Matos et al. [13], and176

Ma et al. [26].177

B. Fuel Consumption178

The fuel-consumption problem in ATFM is relatively new.179

Most researches have focused on developing technologies to180

build more fuel efficient aircraft designs [7]. Regardless of181

the technology being used, it is known that the aircraft fuel-182

consumption-rate varies depending on the flight speed. Fuel-183

consumption is not only a cost issue. Aircraft emissions have184

been a major contributor to air quality, particularly around185

airports. However, due to the complex nature of the en-route186

flight planning problem, the aircraft fuel-consumption issue as187

part of the ATFM problem has not been studied. One of the188

most notable works that studies the relationship between the189

fuel-consumption and the speed of an aircraft is the work of190

Clarke et al. [12]. More recently, Vela et al. [35] proposed191

a model for conflict resolution while ensuring the optimal192

fuel-consumption rate. None of these works treats the fuel-193

consumption problem as part of the ATFM problem.194

C. Mid-Air Collision Avoidance195

In recent years, collision avoidance has been studied from196

the operations planning perspective where automated colli-197

sion free path planning tools have been introduced [3], [4],198

[17], [33]. In their review article, Kushar and Yang [6] com-199

pare 68 conflict detection and resolutions methods using 5 dif-200

ferent criteria: State Propagation; State Dimensions; Conflict201

Detection; Conflict Resolution; and Resolution Maneuvers.202

While some of the methods reviewed by Kushar and Yang203

are currently being tested and used in the industry, none of the204

68 methods reviewed provides a reliable and effective solution205

to automate the conflict detection and resolution process in206

the aviation industry. Moreover, the most literature focuses207

on the safety aspect alone. Operational expectations such as208

minimization of delays and fuel-consumption are not well209

integrated in the conflict detection and resolution literature.210

The proposed mathematical model in this paper formulates the211

collision avoidance as part of the ATFM problem. However,212

the collision avoidance is only guaranteed at the waypoints.213

At the operational level, the proposed model must be supported214

by the conflict detection and resolutions methods similar to the215

ones discussed in Kushar and Yang [6] in order to guarantee216

the required separation between flights on two consecutive217

waypoints. Since the model described in this paper avoids218

conflict at the nodes, handling of conflict avoidance between219

waypoints is trivial.220

D. Comparison With the Current Literature221

The major contributions of the paper that are unique in the222

literature are:223

• The model introduces time as a decision variable rather 224

than periods where decisions are made only at the begin- 225

ning of each period. In the current ATFM literature, 226

state-time network is used in the formulation where t = 227

{0, 1, . . . , T } is a period, and arrival and departure of an 228

aircraft at an airspace occur in one of the predefined peri- 229

ods ([9] and [10]). In such formulations, the continuous 230

notion of time is ignored. 231

• The formulation allows aircraft to modify its speed during 232

flight. 233

• The fuel-consumption-rate as a function of speed is 234

embedded in the ATP formulation. To the best of 235

authors’ knowledge, this is the first attempt to link fuel- 236

consumption-rate with the aircraft speed as part of the 237

ATP problem. 238

• The collision avoidance and separation distance concepts 239

are explicitly formulated. 240

• The waypoint based formulation captures the real-time 241

traffic conditions more accurately than the sector based 242

formulations. The assumption which is common in the 243

sector-based ATFM formulations for estimating the flight 244

duration with a predefined bound without knowing the 245

exact entrance and exit locations is not accurate. An air- 246

craft’s traveling time in the airspace varies significantly 247

depending on its entrance and exit locations. Let us 248

consider two alternative routes for an aircraft traveling 249

from Seattle to San Francisco. As illustrated in the high 250

altitude air route traffic control center map (Fig. 1), 251

even though both alternative routes follow the highlighted 252

sectors A, B, C, D, and E in the flight plans, the traveling 253

time particularly at sectors C, D would significantly differ 254

due to different entrance and exit locations. 255

• Waypoint-based en-route flight planning models are com- 256

putationally more challenging in comparison to the air 257

sector-based studies such as the one introduced in [9]. 258

Yet, advantages such as better utilized airspace, conflict 259

resolutions and the optimized fuel usage characteristics 260

are sufficient to justify the additional complexity. Fur- 261

thermore, decentralized and hybrid solution strategies are 262

introduced to tackle the complexity problem. 263

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION 264

The en-route flight planning problem is formulated in a 265

way that, all flights enter a 3D mesh network (see Fig. 2 for 266

illustration) from one of the available entrance waypoints (v f
IN) 267

and they travel by visiting transition waypoints (v) through 268

links (�) to reach their destinations (v f
OUT) on time with a 269

minimum cost and without violating safety rules. The mathe- 270

matical formulation determines a flight plan (R f ) that includes 271

a set of links (x f
� = 1), arrival (a f

� ) and departure (d f
� ) times, 272

average speed (s f
� ) and the fuel-consumption-rate (FCR

f
� ) on 273

these links as R f = (x f
� , a f

� , d f
� , s f

� , FCR
f
� , ∀� ∈ L : x f

� = 1). 274

The details of the model are discussed in the following 275

three subsections. First, we provide the list of parameters 276

and decision variables. Second, the assumptions made in the 277

modeling are summarized. Finally, the problem formulation is 278

introduced. 279
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Fig. 2. Illustration of 3D mesh network used in the formulation.

A. Model Parameters and Decision Variables280

1) Parameters: The definition of parameters are provided281

below:282

F is a set of flights, indexed by f283

V + is a set of all waypoints including entrance and exit284

waypoints, indexed by v285

V − is a set of transition waypoints (entrance and exit286

waypoints are not included)287

L is a set of links, indexed by �288

v
f

IN is the entry node for flight f289

v
f

OUT is the exit node for flight f290

LENGTH� is the distance between two connected waypoints291

ω−
� (v) is a set of allowed incoming links for a flight leaving292

v through link �293

ω+
� (v) is a set of allowed outgoing links for a flight entering294

v through link �295

The definition of ω is illustrated in Fig. 3.296

t f
IN and t f

OUT are scheduled arrival and departure times297

t f f ′
is the required separation distance (expressed in time298

units) for flight f ′ following flight f299

τmin is the time to travel a unit distance with the minimum300

possible speed301

τmax is the time to travel a unit distance with the maximum302

possible speed303

P f
EARLY and P f

LATE are the penalty costs for early/late arrivals304

FCOST_U is the per gallon fuel cost305

In this paper, we demonstrate the feasibility of using two306

different speed control strategies: discrete; and continuous.307

Yet, only the results for continuous speed, coupled with the308

fuel-consumption-rate are reported in the paper. Following309

parameters are used for the discrete speed control policy:310

S is the set of possible speeds (discretized), indexed by s311

� is the predefined set of speed changes between two312

consecutive links, indexed by δ313

T is the set of possible traveling times when speed is discrete,314

indexed by t315

2) Decision Variables: Below is the definition of decision316

variables.317

Fig. 3. Definition of parameter ω for different cases.

x f
� =

{
1 if flight f travels on link �

0 Otherwise
318

319

a f
� ∈ R+ is the arrival time for flight f to link � ∈ ω+(v) 320

from waypoint v 321

d f
� ∈ R+ is the departure time for flight f from link � ∈ 322

ω+(v) that originates from waypoint v 323

τ
f

� is the time to travel a unit distance for flight f on link � 324

(utilized to derive actual speed) 325

β
f f ′
� =

{
1 flight f ′ follows flight f on link �

0 Otherwise
326

θ
f f ′

v =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1 flight f leaves waypoint v before

flight f ′

0 Otherwise

327

α
f f ′
� =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1 f enters � before f ′

enters from the opposite direction

0 Otherwise

328

The following decision variables are derived from the 329

speed (τ f
� ). They are independently defined to better describe 330

the mathematical model. 331

FCR
f
� is the fuel-consumption-rate for per unit of flight time 332

FCOST
f
� the fuel-consumption cost in link � 333

t f
� is the travel time for flight f on link � 334

t f
EARLY is the earliness of flight f 335

t f
LATE is the lateness of flight f 336

x f
�s =

{
1 flight f travels on � with speed s

0 Otherwise
337

y f
�δ =

{
1 speed of f is increased by δ on �

0 Otherwise
338

s f
� is the speed of flight f on link � 339

B. Assumptions 340

We made the following assumptions in order to realize the 341

proposed flight planning model: 342

• An aircraft can visit a waypoint only once 343

• The speed change of an aircraft from link � to the 344

consecutive link �′ is bounded proportional to its current 345

speed on link �. This assumption is necessary to replicate 346

the real flight conditions since the aircraft cannot change 347

its speed drastically during flight 348
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• The proposed MIP model determines only the average349

speed between two consecutive waypoints350

• The fuel-consumption cost is determined based on the351

average speed352

• The cost of per gallon jet fuel is assumed to be same for353

all types of aircraft354

C. Problem Formulation355

In order to solve a large scale optimization problem, it is356

important to obtain a strong formulation. The proposed for-357

mulation avoids non-linearity under all circumstances, yet still358

archives all its objectives. The described Mixed Integer Linear359

Programming (MILP) model considers the minimization of360

total cost that is incurred from delays, earliness and speed-361

dependent fuel-consumption. Constraints for the model are362

categorized in 4 groups: routing; timing; speed and fuel-363

consumption; and safety and conflict resolution.364

1) Objective Function: Let us first define the objective365

function that is used in all case studies discussed later in366

section IV.367

min
∑
f ∈F

P f
EARLY t f

EARLY + P f
LATE t f

LATE +
∑
�∈L

FCOST
f
� (1)368

The cost incurred from earliness, tardiness and fuel-369

consumption during flight is minimized. The relationship370

between speed and fuel-consumption is discussed later in the371

paper. Cost of delays are the collection of airport penalties,372

additional fuel usage and labor cost (pilots and flight atten-373

dance). In 2015, it was estimated that the cost of per minute374

delay for airline companies is $65.43 [16].375

2) Flight Routing Constraints: Following constraints ensure376

that a given aircraft travels from its origin to the destination377

by traveling through available waypoints.378

For all f ∈ F :379 ∑
�∈ω(v)

x f
� = 1, v ∈ v

f
IN (2)380

∑
�∈ω(v)

x f
� = 1, v ∈ v

f
OUT (3)381

∑
�∈ω−(v)

x f
� =

∑
�′∈ω+(v)

x f
�′ , v ∈ V − (4)382

x f
� +

∑
�′∈ω+

� (v)

x f
�′ ≤ 1, � ∈ L (5)383

∑
�∈ω−(v)

x f
� ≤ 1, v ∈ V (6)384

∑
�∈ω+(v)

x f
� ≤ 1, v ∈ V (7)385

Constraints (2) and (3) ensure all flights depart from their ori-386

gins and reach their destinations. Conservation constraint (4)387

forces all flights entering a transition waypoint to leave the388

waypoint. As illustrated earlier in Fig. 3, depending on the link389

that an aircraft arrives at a waypoint, there are only a limited390

set of links available for the aircraft to leave the waypoint. The391

constraint (5) is utilized to limit the aircraft’s departure links.392

Inequalities (6) and (7) limit an aircraft to visit a waypoint393

and a link only once (Assumption 1).394

3) Timing Constraints: Next, we introduce a set of con- 395

straints to control the relationship between arrival and depar- 396

ture times on waypoints and links. 397

For all f ∈ F : 398

x f
� t f

IN ≤ a f
� (8) 399

a f
� ≤ Mx f

� , � ∈ L (9) 400

d f
� ≤ Mx f

� , � ∈ L (10) 401∑
�∈ω(v)−

a f
� =

∑
�′∈ω(v)+

d f
�′ , v ∈ V \ {v f

IN, v
f

OUT} (11) 402

∑
�∈ω(v

f
OUT)

−
d f
� = t f

OUT + t f
LATE − t f

EARLY (12) 403

Inequality (8) enforces aircraft to respect earliest departure 404

times. Constraints (9) and (10) force arrival or departure times 405

to be zero if the link is not used. In constraint (11), it is 406

assured that the aircraft is not delayed at the intermediate 407

waypoint. Finally, in Equation (12), exact earliness or tardiness 408

is determined. In our case, arrival time at a waypoint is 409

equivalent to the departure time from the connecting link (d f
� ). 410

4) Speed Control Constraints: In the proposed mathemati- 411

cal model, the flight time between two consecutive waypoints 412

is determined based on the flight speed. The distance between 413

two consecutive waypoints (LENGTH�) is known. Therefore, 414

the traveling time on a given link � with an average speed (s f
� ) 415

is: 416

t f
� = LENGTH�/s f

� , � ∈ L, f ∈ F (13) 417

which is a nonlinear term. In order to avoid the non-linearity, 418

two different speed control policies can be adopted: (i) Dis- 419

crete speed control; and (ii) Continuous speed control in which 420

the speed is substituted by the time to travel a unit distance. 421

• Discrete speed control constraints 422

Flight time as a function of speed can easily be derived by 423

utilizing a discrete variable. In a given link � with a known 424

link length (LENGTH�), for any speed in the speed set (s ∈ 425

S = {s1, . . . , sn}) there exists a corresponding flight time as 426

t�s ∈ T�. A binary decision variable x f
�s is utilized to connect 427

current speed with the flight duration. Consequently, 428

d f
� = a f

� +
∑

s∈S(s f
� )

x f
�s t�s � ∈ L, f ∈ F (14) 429

is derived. While discrete speed control is easier to model, 430

segmentation of speed increases the computational complexity 431

and reduces the accuracy. Consequently, a continuous speed 432

control policy is formulated. 433

• Continuous speed control constraints 434

Let τ� be the required time to fly a unit distance with a given 435

speed on link �, where τ� = 1 / s�. Describing speed in terms 436

of time to travel a unit distance enables us to determine the 437

traveling time on a link with a linear expression as: 438

t f
� = τ

f
� LENGTH�, � ∈ L, f ∈ F (15) 439

Consecutively: 440

d f
� = a f

� + τ
f

� LENGTH�, � ∈ L, f ∈ F (16) 441
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Fig. 4. Speed change from one link to the other.

Fig. 5. Speed control between consecutive links (speed is expressed in
Nautical Mile - NM per hour).

Assume that the speed on the consecutive link depends on442

aircraft’s current speed (see Fig. 4 for illustration). Hence,443

a relationship similar to the Equation (17) is required to bound444

the speed changes from the current link to the next one.445

(1− p1)τ
f

�′ ≤ τ
f

� ≤ (1 + p2)τ
f

�′ � ∈ L, �′ ∈ ω−
� (v), f ∈ F446

(17)447

However, constant speed change parameters (p1 and p2:448

allowable speed reduction and increase rates) may lead to449

significant speed changes from one link to the consecutive450

one. In this paper, in order to sustain a smooth transition451

between two consecutive links, a proportional speed change452

policy is adopted (speed change from one link to the next link453

is bounded). A numerical study revealed that, Equation (18)454

along with Equations (19) and (20) would imitate the desired455

speed-control policies as illustrated in Fig. 5. By calibrating456

smoothing parameters wmin and wmax, a variety of speed457

bounds can be generated as a function of current speed τ
f

� .458

τ
f

� − τ
f

�

− ≤ τ
f

�′ ≤ τ
f

� + τ
f

�

+
, � ∈ L, f ∈ F (18)459

In Equation (18), speed increase τ+
� and speed decrease τ−

�460

limits are assumed to be flight specific and determined as:461

τ
f

�

− = wmin(τmin − τ
f

� ) + wmax(τ
f

� − τmax) (19)462

τ
f

�

+ = wmin(τmin − τ
f

� ) + wmax(τ
f

� − τmax) (20)463

In Fig. 5, we plot the speed s f
� on a unit distance. It is then464

bounded as follows:465

s f
� = 1/(τ

f
� + τ

f
�

+
) ≤ s f

� ≤ s f
� = 1/(τ

f
� − τ

f
�

−
)466

Equations (19) and (20) are used to calculate Deriving467

τ−
� and τ+

� respectively. The following values are used for468

the parameters in Equations (19) and (20) :469

• speed increase:
{
wmin, wmax

} = {0.01, 0.44}470

• speed decrease:
{
wmin, wmax

} = {0, 0.85}471

• for both cases:
{
τmin, τmax

} = {0.01, 0.0009}472

Interpolation techniques are used to estimate the parameter473

values. As we observe a stronger control on speed bounds474

(see Fig. 5 for illustration), we adopted Equation (16) for475

the remainder of this paper for computing the flight duration476

between two consecutive waypoints.477

Fig. 6. Estimating industry data for fuel-consumption-rate as function of
speed.

5) Fuel-Consumption Constraints: One of the major con- 478

tributions of this paper is the modeling of fuel-consumption 479

as a function of speed. Several factors including aircraft type, 480

weather condition, flight altitude, aircraft takeoff weight and 481

its speed impact the fuel-consumption. Except for the speed 482

and flight altitude, none of the other factors are controllable 483

during flight. Accordingly, we only focus on the relationship 484

between speed and the fuel-consumption; and model the fuel- 485

consumption as a function of flight speed. 486

Let FCR
f
� be the amount of fuel required to fly an aircraft per 487

nautical mile with a given speed s. Then, the cost of traveling 488

the entire link is: 489

FCOST
f
� = FCOST_U × LENGTH� × FCR

f
� (21) 490

where FCOST_U is the unit cost of aircraft fuel and LENGTH� 491

is the length of the given link. In Clarke et al. [12], a rela- 492

tionship between speed and fuel-consumption is established 493

from industry data, similar to the trend illustrated in Fig. 6, 494

for various aircraft types. Although the fuel-consumption- 495

rate is different for each aircraft, a similar speed and fuel- 496

consumption-rate relationship can be established for most 497

aircraft types. 498

In this study, we compiled a data for the Boeing 777-200LR 499

as a reference. Similar trends for other aircraft are illustrated 500

in Clarke et al. [12]. In the model, the fuel-consumption-rate 501

is expressed as a function of decision variable τ . As shown 502

in Fig. 6, when plotted, τ against actual speed s, a strong 503

correlation with the fuel-consumption-rate of the Boeing 504

777-200LR is observed. For s ≥ s
, an inverse relationship 505

is observed up to 600 NM/hr (maximum speed of the Boeing 506

777-200LR is 510 NM/hr) where s
 is the optimum speed 507

to minimize fuel-consumption. Consequently, we scaled the 508

τ and s relationship through scaling parameters k1 and k2
509

and obtained the following expression as the speed-dependent 510

fuel-consumption-rate. 511

FCR
f
� =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

FCR
f 

�

(
k1x f

� + k2

(
τ

f
� − x f

�

s


))
if τ

f
� ≥ x f

�

s


FCR
f 

�

(
k1x f

� + k2

(
x f
�

s

− τ

f
�

))
otherwise.

512

(22) 513
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Fig. 7. Separation distance between two consecutive flights.

where FCR
f
s
 is the fuel-consumption-rate per unit distance514

traveled at the optimum speed s
. For scaling parameters515

k1 = 0.8 and k2 = 1, 000 and the optimum speed s
 =516

480 NM/hr (estimated from the industry data provided in517

Clarke et al. [12]), the fuel-consumption and speed rela-518

tionship given in Fig. 6 is obtained. It is evident from519

Fig. 6 that Equation (22) estimates industry data with high520

accuracy. Consequently, constraints (21) and (22) enable us521

to incorporate speed-dependent fuel-consumption cost in the522

objective function as given in Equation 21. It should be523

noted that the speed and fuel-consumption relationship is524

only an approximation for the steady-state conditions. During525

ascending and due to environmental factors (wind direction),526

such relationship may not be as accurate.527

6) Safety and Conflict Constraints: The proposed MILP528

model aims at assisting ATCOs and airline companies to sus-529

tain a mid-air conflict-free ATC. Let us now introduce a set of530

constraints to ensure a minimum separation between aircraft,531

and to avoid head-on collision and intersection conflicts. For532

all v ∈ V −, � ∈ ω+(v), f, f ′ ∈ F : f < f ′
533

d f ′
� − d f

� ≥ t f f ′ − M(1 − β
f f ′
� ) − M(2 − x f

� − x f ′
� ) (23)534

d f
� − d f ′

� ≥ t f f ′ − Mβ
f f ′
� − M(2 − x f

� − x f ′
� ) (24)535

a f ′
� − a f

� ≥ t f f ′ − M(1 − β
f f ′
� ) − M(2 − x f

� − x f ′
� ) (25)536

a f
� − a f ′

� ≥ t f f ′ − Mβ
f f ′
� − M(2 − x f

� − x f ′
� ) (26)537

Inequalities (23) - (26) ensure that when two aircraft are538

following each other on the same link, a minimum separation539

time of t f f ′
is sustained. Binary decision variable β

f f ′
� =540

1 implies that flight f is the leader on link �. The situation is541

illustrated in Fig. 7.542

Inequalities, (27) and (28) are utilized to avoid head-on543

collisions. The binary decision variable α
f f ′
� = 1 implies that544

flight f occupies the link earlier than f ′ when two aircraft545

use the same link from opposite directions. Hence these two546

aircraft are separated from each other for at least t f f ′
units of547

time at the waypoints that defines the links.548

For all � ∈ L, f, f ′ ∈ F : f < f ′ where OPP(�) is the link549

flow opposite to �:550

d f ′
OPP(�)−a f

� ≥ t f f ′ −M(1−α
f f ′
� )−M(2−x f

� −x f ′
OPP(�)) (27)551

a f
� −d f ′

OPP(�) ≥ t f f ′ −M(α
f f ′
� )−M(2−x f

� −x f ′
OPP(�)) (28)552

Finally, inequalities (29) and (30) are included in the model553

to guarantee the sufficient separation (t f f ′
) between two554

aircraft that are passing through the same waypoint. The binary555

decision variable θ
f f ′
v = 1 implies that the aircraft f passes556

through waypoint v before aircraft f ′.557

For all v ∈ V −, f, f ′ ∈ F : f < f ′
558∑

�∈ω−(v)

d f ′
� −

∑
�∈ω−(v)

d f
� ≥ t f f ′ − M(1 − θ f f ′

v ) 559

−M(2 −
∑

�∈ω−(v)

x f
� −

∑
�∈ω−(v)

x f ′
� ) 560

(29) 561∑
�∈ω−(v)

d f
� −

∑
�∈ω−(v)

d f ′
� ≥ t f f ′ − Mθ f f ′

v 562

−M(2 −
∑

�∈ω−(v)

x f
� −

∑
�∈ω−(v)

x f ′
� ) 563

(30) 564

IV. SOLUTIONS AND RESULTS 565

The en-route flight planning model discussed in Section III 566

is designed to serve for both current ATC-centered (cen- 567

tralized) and FFC-based (decentralized) ATFM philosophies. 568

In the centralized flight management system, the en-route 569

flight plans for all airplanes are optimally determined at the 570

beginning of the planning horizon. For the decentralized case, 571

which mimics NASA’s FFC ([20]), an en-route flight plan 572

for each aircraft is determined sequentially (according to 573

their arrival/departure sequence) given that the flight plans 574

for all earlier flights are already determined (known). Our 575

experiments show that, despite the fast convergence to a 576

solution, the decentralized method suffers from two aspects: 577

i) flights entering the airspace later in the sequence are unfairly 578

scheduled; and ii) airspace utilization is lower. Consequently, 579

a hybrid solution method is proposed to overcome the com- 580

putational complexity of the centralized model and the quality 581

issues with results obtained from decentralized model. Below, 582

the experimental setup and the proposed solution strategies are 583

discussed in detail. 584

A. Data Instances 585

In order to test the capabilities of the proposed mathematical 586

model, two hypothetical airspaces: i) around an airport with 587

34 waypoints and 192 connecting links; and ii) multi-airport 588

airspace with 50 waypoints and 170 connection links are 589

designed. The airport example enables us to generate busy 590

links where conflict and collision avoidance constraints can be 591

tested extensively. Moreover, the airport example demonstrate 592

how the proposed MILP model can assist ATCOs for sequenc- 593

ing aircraft arrivals and departures safely. On the other hand, 594

the multi-airport airspace example shows how the proposed 595

MILP model can be utilized as part of the ATFM system. 596

For the airport example, an aircraft enters (or exits from) 597

the airspace from dummy waypoints (vD
1 and vD

2 ). All aircraft 598

are forced to use a single runway which is a bi-directional arc 599

connected to the internal dummy waypoint (vD
2 ). The external 600

dummy waypoint (vD
1 ) is connected to four transition way- 601

points for the aircraft to enter/exit the airspace. Time of entry 602

to the airspace and the purpose of the flight (arrival or depar- 603

ture) are randomly generated. It is assumed that 50% of the 604

flights are arrivals. 605
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For the multi-airport airspace example, five waypoints are606

selected as airports. The departure and destination airports and607

the departure time of an aircraft are generated randomly. The608

capacity for airports and handling of the aircraft in the airport609

are not considered as part of this work.610

Time Between Arrivals (TBA) are assumed to be following611

exponential distribution. Length of each link is determined612

based on their locations in the airspace. Links near the613

runway are shorter. For an aircraft approaching the airspace614

from outside, the entry speed is assumed to be 300 NM/hr.615

Minimum speed on the runway is 150 NM/hr. Between two616

consecutive links, the aircraft is allowed to change its speed by617

approximately 50% at lower speeds and up to 20% at higher618

speeds with a higher and lower bound, s f
� ≈ [150, 550]NM/hr.619

It should be noted that speed parameters may not reflect620

the actual flight condition. In reality, different aircraft mod-621

els have different speed bounds. The cost of aircraft fuel622

is estimated to be $3/gallon. Finally a pair of aircraft is623

separated from each other by a Separation Distance (SD)624

which is measured in time (t f f ′
). Through various traffic625

conditions with a range of SD and average TBA, the impact626

of SD and TBA on the given objectives (average flight time in627

airspace, average cost and program execution times) is studied.628

Corresponding mathematical models were solved using IBM629

ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio 12.2, using Optimization630

Programming Language (OPL) on a personnel computer with631

64 bit operating system, 3.40 GHz Intel Core i7-2600 CPU and632

16.0 GB RAM.633

B. Centralized Solution Strategy634

From the ATC authorities point of view, it is strongly desir-635

able to optimize the usage of entire airspace for a given period636

at the beginning of the planning horizon. Hence, the flight637

plans for all aircraft are predetermined for the given period638

as: R f = (x f
� , a f

� , d f
� , t f

� , s f
� , FCR

f
� , ∀� ∈ L:x f

� = 1).639

The centralized solution strategy is best suited for managing640

the air-traffic around airports or within individual air sectors.641

Despite providing the optimum space utilization, the central-642

ized solution strategy is not practical to tackle large-scale air-643

traffic problems due to computational complexity. Keeping in644

mind that the proposed mathematical model not only handles645

the scheduling problem but also successfully integrates the646

speed-dependent fuel-consumption and collision avoidance647

features in one unified formulation. Hence, the computational648

complexity is high.649

C. Decentralized Solution Strategy650

In the decentralized solution strategy, we modeled and651

solved the MILP problem according to the principles of FFC.652

An aircraft departs or lands at an airport independently from653

the other aircraft according to its schedule. The objective is654

to determine the best flight plan for the approaching/departing655

aircraft with respect to the current traffic conditions. Hence,656

the problem is solved for a single aircraft given that flight657

plans of earlier flights (R f ∀ f ∈ F) are known. Despite show-658

ing very strong computational performance, the decentralized659

solution strategy leads to sub-optimal solutions, particularly660

TABLE I

CENTRALIZED SOLUTION: IMPACT OF TBA AND SD ON FLIGHT
TIME IN SINGLE-AIRPORT AIRSPACE AND DELAY COST

when the airspace is heavily congested. Since the best available 661

routes are allocated for the earlier flights, later flights are 662

forced to take less desirable routes. 663

D. Hybrid Solution Strategy 664

In order to addressed the weakness of the decentralized 665

solution strategy and the computational complexity of the 666

centralized solution strategy, a hybrid solution strategy is 667

introduced. In the hybrid solution strategy, en-route flight plans 668

R f ′ ∀ f ′ ∈ F ′ for the next N ′ flights are determined given that 669

R f ∀ f ∈ F for the previous N flights are already known. 670

By controlling the size of N ′, both the quality of results is 671

improved, and computational time is significantly reduced. 672

Consequently, larger sizes of problems are solved with quality 673

results. 674

E. Discussion on Solution Strategies 675

A large number of experiments were designed by controlling 676

the average SD, average TBA and the number of flights in the 677

system. The centralized method for both single-airport and 678

multi-airport examples fails to reach an optimum solution for 679

instances with large numbers of flights. Computation times 680

and other statistics for the single airport case is summarized 681

in Table I. The computation times for both single and multi- 682

airport examples for SD = 60 seconds are provided in Fig. 8. 683

Since less congestion is observed on links for the multi- 684

airport case, slightly larger instances can be solved on personal 685

computer (up to 35 aircraft on 50 waypoints airspace with 686

5 airports). Yet, exponentially increasing computation time 687

suggests that, the centralized approach is not suitable for 688

handling larger traffic conditions. Consequently, a heuristics 689

method based on the collision avoidance constraint relaxation 690
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Fig. 8. Comparison of computation times for single and multi-airport cases.

has been proposed. Without the mid-air conflict avoidance691

constraints, the problem is reduced to a shortest path problem.692

Since all flights are independent from each other, the math-693

ematical model could be solved in linear time. Following694

procedure is implemented.695

• Solve shortest path problem ∀ f ∈ F to obtain an R f
696

• Identify flights f ′ that violate constraints (23) - (30)697

• Generate a set of flight that violets conflict constraints698

F− where F = F− ∪ F+
699

• Solve the problem ∀ f ′ ∈ F− given that R f ∀ f ∈ F+
700

are known701

The proposed heuristic was able to increase the computation702

speed considerably (up to 48 flights on a network consists703

of 192 links was solved in less than 1 hour), yet the attained704

improvement is not sufficient to tackle general ATFM prob-705

lems that concerns larger networks with multiple airports.706

Despite facing a major obstacle due to its computational com-707

plexity, the centralized solution strategy is a strong candidate708

to be adopted by ATCOs to manage the air-traffic within a709

single air sector or airspace near airports for short planning710

periods (e.g. 60 minutes or less). Furthermore, the proposed711

mathematical model has potential to help authorities for man-712

aging the densely populated airspace more effectively due to713

its capabilities of incorporating mid-air conflict avoidance and714

speed-dependent fuel-consumption features. The decentralized715

strategy on the other hand can be solved in linear time. It is an716

iterative approach; the MILP is solved for a single flight at a717

time given that the current and near future traffic conditions are718

known. Despite fast convergence, the decentralized strategy719

suffers from two aspects: i) Flight plans are determined in a720

sequential order based on their departure times. At the outset721

of the planning horizon, the airspace is empty, consequently722

the performance measures (cost and the flight time in airspace)723

for earlier flights are smaller. Hence, later flights are unfairly724

scheduled; ii) Since the decisions for the earlier flights are725

made arbitrary when the extra capacity is available at the726

beginning, airspace is poorly utilized. In Fig. 9, results of727

8 different scenarios are illustrated. Test cases are differen-728

tiated by changing the average TBA. For all cases, a traffic729

size of 100 flights and SD = 0.3 minutes are used. When730

the airspace is congested (0.15 min. ≤ TBA ≤ 0.35 min.),731

the flight time in the airspace is increased and steady-state732

traffic conditions are not observed until the arrival of new733

airplanes stops (through the end of the planning horizon, total734

flight time is reduced due to the decreasing rate of incoming735

airplanes). When the capacity of the airspace is larger than736

Fig. 9. Impact of TBA on flight time in airspace: X axis includes a set of
experiments with different TBAs; Red line is the moving average.

Fig. 10. Performance comparison-hybrid vs decentralized for 100 flights:
TBA = 0.3 and SD = 0.31.

the requirement (TBA ≥ 0.35 min.), the transition period is 737

either short or does not exist. Existence of a steady state in 738

0.35 ≤ TBA ≤ 0.4 minutes arrival rate indicates the maximum 739

capacity of the airspace for the given SD. 740

The hybrid solution strategy is on the other hand designed 741

for overcoming the computational challenge of the central- 742

ized and the poor performance of the decentralized solution 743

strategies. Since the en-route flight plan is determined for N ′; 744

new flights at each iteration, better airspace utilization and 745

more equitable flight plans for most flights are observed. Fur- 746

thermore, the computational speed is significantly improved. 747

A comparison of Hybrid and Decentralized solution strategies 748

for total flight cost (cost includes delay/earliness and fuel- 749

consumption costs) for 100 flights is illustrated in Fig. 10. 750

As evident from the figure, for TBA = 0.3 and SD = 0.31, 751

the decentralized model fails to reach a steady state condition. 752

Even after new flight entry to the system is stopped, the total 753

flight costs continue increasing due to extended ground delays. 754

On the other hand the hybrid model provides flight plans 755

with significantly less total costs with much smaller varia- 756

tion. When the airspace is less densely populated (TBA = 757

0.75 and SD = 0.3), both decentralized and hybrid solution 758

strategies produce compatible results for total flight costs; yet 759

the variation among all flights under the decentralized solution 760

strategy is significantly higher than the hybrid solution strategy 761

(see Fig. 11 for illustration). 762

F. Mid-Air Conflict and Collision Avoidance 763

Next, we demonstrate results for the conflict and collision 764

avoidance. Fig. 12 illustrates how aircraft sustain the desired 765
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Fig. 11. Performance comparison-hybrid vs decentralized for 100 flights:
TBA = 0.75 and SD = 0.3.

Fig. 12. Impact of SD on flight plans: a) Flight plan for SD = 0.2 min;
b) Flight plan for SD = 0.25 min.

Fig. 13. Collision and conflict avoidance for the 5 airports case where
SD = 0.59 minutes.

minimum separation distance during their journey. Same fig-766

ure further demonstrates the impact of SD on the flight times.767

Finally, in Fig. 13 conflict and collision avoidance feature768

of the proposed MILP model is demonstrated for the multi-769

airport cases for 25 aircraft where SD = 0.59 minutes. In the770

figure, the circled area illustrates the flight route for two771

aircraft with the same origin and destination, following the772

same route while sustaining the minimum separation distance773

of 0.59 during their flights.774

G. Airspace Capacity Optimization775

In order to improve the congestion around airports, either776

the infrastructures need to be improved or SD should be777

reduced so more aircraft can be handled in the same air sector.778

Speijker [34] studied the possibility of reducing current SD779

levels in order to improve the congestion in airports. Their780

findings suggest that SDs can be reduced without risking the781

air-traffic safety. The conflict and collision avoidance features782

of the proposed MILP model has potentials to help aviation783

authorities to reduce the DC without jeopardizing the air-784

traffic safety. As seen in Fig. 12, when SD is smaller, aircraft785

Fig. 14. Speed changes during flight.

reach their destinations faster, consequently airspace becomes 786

available for the future aircraft. 787

H. Speed-Dependent Fuel-Consumption 788

In this work, we have approximated the fuel-consumption as 789

a function of flight speed so that the total fuel consumed during 790

the flight is minimized. In Fig. 14, it is shown that aircraft 791

changes their speeds for minimizing the fuel-consumption 792

cost (a sample of five aircraft is included in the figure). 793

V. CONCLUSIONS 794

We have presented a formulation for the ATFM problem 795

that integrates the mid-air conflict (collision) avoidance and the 796

speed dependent fuel-consumption issues in a unifying model. 797

Unlike most relevant literature, the presented mathematical 798

model avoids time-segmentation. Hence the flight times are 799

more accurately determined. Collision avoidance and accurate 800

computation of arrival and departure times enable decision 801

makers to sustain the highest possible airspace utilization 802

without jeopardizing the safety of flight which helps to 803

overcome congestion. The provided solution strategies are 804

practical enough whether for ATCOs to handle the entire traffic 805

stream, or in the context of NASA’s FFC, where pilots are in 806

charge of determining their flight plans. 807

The presented mathematical model is a combination of 808

scheduling and sequencing problems with conflict and col- 809

lision avoidance and speed dependent fuel-consumption fea- 810

tures. Hence the computational complexity is high. In order to 811

address the computational challenges, a decentralized solution 812

strategy which complies very well with the free flight phi- 813

losophy and a hybrid solution strategy that provides superior 814

results (in terms of airspace utilization and more equatable 815

sequencing) in comparison to the decentralized strategy have 816

been introduced. 817

In short, the following contributions are achieved: 818

• Collision avoidance is mathematically satisfied 819

• Airspace is more effectively used by accommodating 820

larger number of aircraft around an airport 821

• Fuel-consumption cost is formulated as a function of 822

speed 823

• Computational time of the model is improved by intro- 824

ducing decentralized and hybrid solution strategies 825

• Finally, the waypoint-based modeling computes traveling 826

times much more accurately. 827

Due to computational complexity limitations, the centralized 828

solution approach in this paper is not well suited for applying 829
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to all the airports and airspace in the National Airspace Sys-830

tem (NAS) nor the entire European airspace. In fact, only small831

to medium size problems can be solved, with sub-optimal832

solutions using either the decentralized or hybrid solution833

strategy. Heuristic techniques such as tabu search or simulated834

annealing, or exact solution techniques based on column835

generation and lagrangian relaxation may address these com-836

putational challenges.837
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Deconflicted Air-Traffic Planning With Speed-
Dependent Fuel-Consumption Formulation

Ali Akgunduz, Brigitte Jaumard, Senior Member, IEEE, and Golbarg Moeini

Abstract— This paper discusses a unique formulation for the1

en-route flight planning problem in a constrained airspace with2

the objective to minimize costs incurred from earliness, lateness,3

and fuel-consumption; and to ensure flight safety. Mid-air conflict4

and collision avoidance, minimum separation distance between5

aircraft and speed-dependent fuel-consumption-rate are explicitly6

formulated. A 3D mesh network consisting of waypoints is used to7

provide alternative routing options for aircraft. The formulation8

of fuel-consumption-rate as a function of speed as part of the9

air-traffic planning (ATP) problem is unique in the literature.10

Moreover, this paper is the first attempt to model the mid-air11

conflict and collision avoidance as part of the ATP problem.12

In order to demonstrate the capabilities of the mathematical13

model, test instances were generated and solved by three different14

solution strategies. The proposed centralized solution strategy15

can optimally solve small size instances, similar to the air-traffic16

around airports to help air-traffic control authorities to manage17

arrival and departure sequences. Larger networks that include18

several airports can be solved by the proposed two sequential19

solution strategies (decentralized and hybrid solution strategies)20

to help air-traffic planning authorities to manage air-traffic safely21

and more economically.22

Index Terms— Air-traffic control, air-traffic flow management,23

fuel optimal control, conflict and collision avoidance, speed-24

dependent fuel-consumption.25

I. INTRODUCTION26

DEMAND for airline services has been steadily increasing27

around the world. Around the world, both the seat28

capacity and the number of airline companies have increased29

significantly. While long-haul routes are still dominated by the30

major carriers such as United Airlines, Lufthansa or Singapore31

Airlines, relatively smaller airline companies have gained32

important market shares in the short-flight markets. These33

new market conditions have brought many challenges as well34

as benefits for the industry. Crowded airports and airspace,35
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volatile fuel prices, increasing environmental awareness and 36

labor costs, and unpredictable weather conditions in most 37

parts of the world are challenging many airline compa- 38

nies. The transportation authorities, in particular Air-Traffic 39

COntrollers (ATCOs) are also impacted from the current 40

market conditions. From taxing to facilitating safe navigation 41

in open skies, ATCOs play a crucial role in delivering on-time 42

services and ensuring the safety of aircraft and passengers. 43

During an aircraft’s journey, its speed and route are planned 44

by the airline, and approved and monitored by the responsible 45

Air-Traffic Control (ATC) authorities. Pilot’s discretion in the 46

en-route flight planning process is rarely an option (pilots 47

make real-time decisions in emergency situations). FAA antic- 48

ipates an increase of 56.9% in control tower operations and 49

over 100% in en-route (high altitude flights) traffic-control 50

operations by 2030 [1]. It is clear that increasing air-traffic is 51

undermining ATCOs’ ability to effectively manage the given 52

flight plans. Long working hours, stressful working conditions 53

and continuously increasing air-traffic volume may lead to 54

poor decision making by ATCOs, necessitating an increasing 55

reliance on tactical collision avoidance systems embedded in 56

airplanes to avoid mid-air collisions [23]. Furthermore, due to 57

high air-traffic volume, safety issues must be addressed before 58

the lower priority issues like economic and service objectives 59

of airlines can be accommodated. 60

Recently, an alternative Air-Traffic Flow Management 61

(ATFM) strategy, namely Free Flight Concept (FFC) has been 62

proposed to reduce the workload of ATCOs and improve the 63

air-traffic flow. FFC aims at transferring the en-route flight 64

planning task to individual aircraft ([14], [19], and [32]). The 65

motivation for the mathematical model introduced in this paper 66

came from the FFC philosophy. The goal is to assist both pilots 67

and airline companies to create safe and economic flight plans 68

and assist ATCOs to make real-time decisions for rerouting 69

aircraft safely and at the same time still considering the busi- 70

ness objective of the companies. In today’s air-traffic planning, 71

an aircraft completes its journey from an origin to a destination 72

by visiting a set of waypoints which are geographical coordi- 73

nates in the sky. Hence, we propose a mathematical model that 74

navigates aircraft through these waypoints between origin and 75

destination airports. The waypoint based mixed-integer linear 76

programming (MILP) model takes all meaningful airport and 77

flight characteristics into consideration to provide a compre- 78

hensive and thorough model of the situation. The produced 79

flight plan for each aircraft includes the sequence of waypoints 80

to be visited, the aircraft’s exact arrival and departures times 81

at these waypoints, the average speed between consecutive 82

1524-9050 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 1. Entrance and exit locations to/from the air sector impacts flight time
in the air sector: Flight from Seattle to San Francisco.

waypoints and the fuel-consumption rates at that speed. While83

the objective is to minimize the earliness, tardiness and84

the fuel-consumption costs, the mid-air conflict avoidance is85

explicitly handled. Despite its computational complexity in86

comparison to alternatives available in the literature (e.g. [9]),87

benefits of the proposed mathematical model are crucial for88

the future of the air transportation. Potential benefits are:89

• Increased airspace utilization: Even around the densely90

used airspace, the proposed waypoint based formulation91

provides significant flexibility for individual aircraft to92

perform collision-free navigation.93

• Fuel-consumption: The fuel-consumption-rate as a func-94

tion of speed is formulated without losing the linearity95

of the model. Consequently, more environmental friendly96

and less costly air traveling is made possible.97

• Accurate traveling time: Most air sector based ATFM98

formulations in the literature assume that flight duration99

in a given air sector can be bounded by a minimum100

and maximum flight time. In reality on the other hand,101

the flight time in an air sector is strictly depends on the102

entrance and exit points at the air sector. As illustrated103

in Fig. 1, flight time in a sector would significantly104

vary depending on the route taken. In the proposed105

waypoint based formulation, we successfully addressed106

this problem by determining more accurate flight duration107

in each sector.108

• Address complexity and assure accuracy: Three strate-109

gies (solution methods) are proposed. i) Centralized solu-110

tion strategy where flight plans for all incoming and111

departing aircraft are determined at the beginning of the112

planning horizon; ii) Sequential (decentralized) aircraft113

management strategy which conforms very well with 114

the objectives of the NASA’s FFC (aims at giving the 115

autonomy to the pilots in en-route flight planning [20]) 116

where each airplane determines its flight plan with respect 117

to the given current traffic conditions; iii) A Hybrid 118

solution strategy, that combines both centralized and 119

decentralized approaches, overcomes the scalability issue 120

of the centralized approach and provides much better 121

results than the decentralized approach. 122

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. 123

In Section II, a brief literature review, in Section III model, 124

and in Section IV solution and results are introduced. Finally 125

in Section V, the conclusions and the plans for future work 126

are summarized. 127

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 128

In this section we discuss the relevant literature on ATC and 129

ATFM problems. While there exists a rich literature on ATFM 130

problems, we only cover topics that are directly related to 131

the scope of our paper. For more general discussion on the 132

ATFM problem, readers are referred to the works of Navazio 133

and Romanin-Jacur [29] and de Neufville et al. [30]. Studies 134

in airport and airspace congestion, mid-air conflict resolution, 135

dynamic speed control and finally the speed-dependent fuel- 136

consumption problems are discussed below. 137

A. Air-Traffic Control and Flow Management 138

Earlier works on ATFM focus on ATC and airport con- 139

gestion problems. Airport congestion problems are further 140

categorized as aircraft landing and take-off problems [8]. 141

The research on ATC on the other hand mostly focuses 142

on the technological innovations. Only a handful of oper- 143

ations management literature that focuses on determining 144

and improving the size and capacity of air sectors with the 145

objective of improving the overall performance of ATC are 146

available ([22], [24], [28], and [38]). 147

More recent works in ATFM area focus on the determina- 148

tion of an economically sound en-route flight plan without 149

causing congestion in the air sectors and around airports. 150

Strategies such as ground and airborne delays/holdings are 151

crucial for the air sector capacity management. Odoni [31] 152

was one of the earliest to study the ground holding strategies 153

for a single airport. Later, dynamic ground holding problem 154

in a single airport is introduced [5], [21], [25], [27], and [37]. 155

As the demand for air-travelling has increased, a new line of 156

research for developing ground and airborne holding strategies 157

for multi-airport networks has emerged [2], [15], and [36]. 158

In their review paper, Navazio and Romanin-Jacur [29] 159

summarized the works on multi-airport ground holding prob- 160

lems. It is clear that the airborne delays are more expen- 161

sive than the ground holding costs. Yet, at the operational 162

level, airborne delays are necessary to absorb the impacts of 163

unexpected weather and air-traffic conditions. Hence, when 164

needed, airborne delays should be handled with the least 165

expensive ways. Consequently, the research focus has shifted 166

on the re-routing strategies to minimize the impact of airborne 167

delays. The rerouting concept has shifted the research focus 168
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on the ATFM problem. Consequently, the congestion prob-169

lem is tackled in the entire airspace rather than at a single170

airport. Helm [18] introduced one of the earliest rerouting171

formulations. Bertsimas and Patterson [11] and later172

Dell’Olmo and Lulli [14] developed mathematical models for173

enabling rerouting to respond changing traffic and weather174

conditions. Other notable works on the rerouting problem175

are Bertsimas et al. [9], Leal de Matos et al. [13], and176

Ma et al. [26].177

B. Fuel Consumption178

The fuel-consumption problem in ATFM is relatively new.179

Most researches have focused on developing technologies to180

build more fuel efficient aircraft designs [7]. Regardless of181

the technology being used, it is known that the aircraft fuel-182

consumption-rate varies depending on the flight speed. Fuel-183

consumption is not only a cost issue. Aircraft emissions have184

been a major contributor to air quality, particularly around185

airports. However, due to the complex nature of the en-route186

flight planning problem, the aircraft fuel-consumption issue as187

part of the ATFM problem has not been studied. One of the188

most notable works that studies the relationship between the189

fuel-consumption and the speed of an aircraft is the work of190

Clarke et al. [12]. More recently, Vela et al. [35] proposed191

a model for conflict resolution while ensuring the optimal192

fuel-consumption rate. None of these works treats the fuel-193

consumption problem as part of the ATFM problem.194

C. Mid-Air Collision Avoidance195

In recent years, collision avoidance has been studied from196

the operations planning perspective where automated colli-197

sion free path planning tools have been introduced [3], [4],198

[17], [33]. In their review article, Kushar and Yang [6] com-199

pare 68 conflict detection and resolutions methods using 5 dif-200

ferent criteria: State Propagation; State Dimensions; Conflict201

Detection; Conflict Resolution; and Resolution Maneuvers.202

While some of the methods reviewed by Kushar and Yang203

are currently being tested and used in the industry, none of the204

68 methods reviewed provides a reliable and effective solution205

to automate the conflict detection and resolution process in206

the aviation industry. Moreover, the most literature focuses207

on the safety aspect alone. Operational expectations such as208

minimization of delays and fuel-consumption are not well209

integrated in the conflict detection and resolution literature.210

The proposed mathematical model in this paper formulates the211

collision avoidance as part of the ATFM problem. However,212

the collision avoidance is only guaranteed at the waypoints.213

At the operational level, the proposed model must be supported214

by the conflict detection and resolutions methods similar to the215

ones discussed in Kushar and Yang [6] in order to guarantee216

the required separation between flights on two consecutive217

waypoints. Since the model described in this paper avoids218

conflict at the nodes, handling of conflict avoidance between219

waypoints is trivial.220

D. Comparison With the Current Literature221

The major contributions of the paper that are unique in the222

literature are:223

• The model introduces time as a decision variable rather 224

than periods where decisions are made only at the begin- 225

ning of each period. In the current ATFM literature, 226

state-time network is used in the formulation where t = 227

{0, 1, . . . , T } is a period, and arrival and departure of an 228

aircraft at an airspace occur in one of the predefined peri- 229

ods ([9] and [10]). In such formulations, the continuous 230

notion of time is ignored. 231

• The formulation allows aircraft to modify its speed during 232

flight. 233

• The fuel-consumption-rate as a function of speed is 234

embedded in the ATP formulation. To the best of 235

authors’ knowledge, this is the first attempt to link fuel- 236

consumption-rate with the aircraft speed as part of the 237

ATP problem. 238

• The collision avoidance and separation distance concepts 239

are explicitly formulated. 240

• The waypoint based formulation captures the real-time 241

traffic conditions more accurately than the sector based 242

formulations. The assumption which is common in the 243

sector-based ATFM formulations for estimating the flight 244

duration with a predefined bound without knowing the 245

exact entrance and exit locations is not accurate. An air- 246

craft’s traveling time in the airspace varies significantly 247

depending on its entrance and exit locations. Let us 248

consider two alternative routes for an aircraft traveling 249

from Seattle to San Francisco. As illustrated in the high 250

altitude air route traffic control center map (Fig. 1), 251

even though both alternative routes follow the highlighted 252

sectors A, B, C, D, and E in the flight plans, the traveling 253

time particularly at sectors C, D would significantly differ 254

due to different entrance and exit locations. 255

• Waypoint-based en-route flight planning models are com- 256

putationally more challenging in comparison to the air 257

sector-based studies such as the one introduced in [9]. 258

Yet, advantages such as better utilized airspace, conflict 259

resolutions and the optimized fuel usage characteristics 260

are sufficient to justify the additional complexity. Fur- 261

thermore, decentralized and hybrid solution strategies are 262

introduced to tackle the complexity problem. 263

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION 264

The en-route flight planning problem is formulated in a 265

way that, all flights enter a 3D mesh network (see Fig. 2 for 266

illustration) from one of the available entrance waypoints (v f
IN) 267

and they travel by visiting transition waypoints (v) through 268

links (�) to reach their destinations (v f
OUT) on time with a 269

minimum cost and without violating safety rules. The mathe- 270

matical formulation determines a flight plan (R f ) that includes 271

a set of links (x f
� = 1), arrival (a f

� ) and departure (d f
� ) times, 272

average speed (s f
� ) and the fuel-consumption-rate (FCR

f
� ) on 273

these links as R f = (x f
� , a f

� , d f
� , s f

� , FCR
f
� , ∀� ∈ L : x f

� = 1). 274

The details of the model are discussed in the following 275

three subsections. First, we provide the list of parameters 276

and decision variables. Second, the assumptions made in the 277

modeling are summarized. Finally, the problem formulation is 278

introduced. 279
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Fig. 2. Illustration of 3D mesh network used in the formulation.

A. Model Parameters and Decision Variables280

1) Parameters: The definition of parameters are provided281

below:282

F is a set of flights, indexed by f283

V + is a set of all waypoints including entrance and exit284

waypoints, indexed by v285

V − is a set of transition waypoints (entrance and exit286

waypoints are not included)287

L is a set of links, indexed by �288

v
f

IN is the entry node for flight f289

v
f

OUT is the exit node for flight f290

LENGTH� is the distance between two connected waypoints291

ω−
� (v) is a set of allowed incoming links for a flight leaving292

v through link �293

ω+
� (v) is a set of allowed outgoing links for a flight entering294

v through link �295

The definition of ω is illustrated in Fig. 3.296

t f
IN and t f

OUT are scheduled arrival and departure times297

t f f ′
is the required separation distance (expressed in time298

units) for flight f ′ following flight f299

τmin is the time to travel a unit distance with the minimum300

possible speed301

τmax is the time to travel a unit distance with the maximum302

possible speed303

P f
EARLY and P f

LATE are the penalty costs for early/late arrivals304

FCOST_U is the per gallon fuel cost305

In this paper, we demonstrate the feasibility of using two306

different speed control strategies: discrete; and continuous.307

Yet, only the results for continuous speed, coupled with the308

fuel-consumption-rate are reported in the paper. Following309

parameters are used for the discrete speed control policy:310

S is the set of possible speeds (discretized), indexed by s311

� is the predefined set of speed changes between two312

consecutive links, indexed by δ313

T is the set of possible traveling times when speed is discrete,314

indexed by t315

2) Decision Variables: Below is the definition of decision316

variables.317

Fig. 3. Definition of parameter ω for different cases.

x f
� =

{
1 if flight f travels on link �

0 Otherwise
318

319

a f
� ∈ R+ is the arrival time for flight f to link � ∈ ω+(v) 320

from waypoint v 321

d f
� ∈ R+ is the departure time for flight f from link � ∈ 322

ω+(v) that originates from waypoint v 323

τ
f

� is the time to travel a unit distance for flight f on link � 324

(utilized to derive actual speed) 325

β
f f ′
� =

{
1 flight f ′ follows flight f on link �

0 Otherwise
326

θ
f f ′

v =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1 flight f leaves waypoint v before

flight f ′

0 Otherwise

327

α
f f ′
� =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1 f enters � before f ′

enters from the opposite direction

0 Otherwise

328

The following decision variables are derived from the 329

speed (τ f
� ). They are independently defined to better describe 330

the mathematical model. 331

FCR
f
� is the fuel-consumption-rate for per unit of flight time 332

FCOST
f
� the fuel-consumption cost in link � 333

t f
� is the travel time for flight f on link � 334

t f
EARLY is the earliness of flight f 335

t f
LATE is the lateness of flight f 336

x f
�s =

{
1 flight f travels on � with speed s

0 Otherwise
337

y f
�δ =

{
1 speed of f is increased by δ on �

0 Otherwise
338

s f
� is the speed of flight f on link � 339

B. Assumptions 340

We made the following assumptions in order to realize the 341

proposed flight planning model: 342

• An aircraft can visit a waypoint only once 343

• The speed change of an aircraft from link � to the 344

consecutive link �′ is bounded proportional to its current 345

speed on link �. This assumption is necessary to replicate 346

the real flight conditions since the aircraft cannot change 347

its speed drastically during flight 348
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• The proposed MIP model determines only the average349

speed between two consecutive waypoints350

• The fuel-consumption cost is determined based on the351

average speed352

• The cost of per gallon jet fuel is assumed to be same for353

all types of aircraft354

C. Problem Formulation355

In order to solve a large scale optimization problem, it is356

important to obtain a strong formulation. The proposed for-357

mulation avoids non-linearity under all circumstances, yet still358

archives all its objectives. The described Mixed Integer Linear359

Programming (MILP) model considers the minimization of360

total cost that is incurred from delays, earliness and speed-361

dependent fuel-consumption. Constraints for the model are362

categorized in 4 groups: routing; timing; speed and fuel-363

consumption; and safety and conflict resolution.364

1) Objective Function: Let us first define the objective365

function that is used in all case studies discussed later in366

section IV.367

min
∑
f ∈F

P f
EARLY t f

EARLY + P f
LATE t f

LATE +
∑
�∈L

FCOST
f
� (1)368

The cost incurred from earliness, tardiness and fuel-369

consumption during flight is minimized. The relationship370

between speed and fuel-consumption is discussed later in the371

paper. Cost of delays are the collection of airport penalties,372

additional fuel usage and labor cost (pilots and flight atten-373

dance). In 2015, it was estimated that the cost of per minute374

delay for airline companies is $65.43 [16].375

2) Flight Routing Constraints: Following constraints ensure376

that a given aircraft travels from its origin to the destination377

by traveling through available waypoints.378

For all f ∈ F :379 ∑
�∈ω(v)

x f
� = 1, v ∈ v

f
IN (2)380

∑
�∈ω(v)

x f
� = 1, v ∈ v

f
OUT (3)381

∑
�∈ω−(v)

x f
� =

∑
�′∈ω+(v)

x f
�′ , v ∈ V − (4)382

x f
� +

∑
�′∈ω+

� (v)

x f
�′ ≤ 1, � ∈ L (5)383

∑
�∈ω−(v)

x f
� ≤ 1, v ∈ V (6)384

∑
�∈ω+(v)

x f
� ≤ 1, v ∈ V (7)385

Constraints (2) and (3) ensure all flights depart from their ori-386

gins and reach their destinations. Conservation constraint (4)387

forces all flights entering a transition waypoint to leave the388

waypoint. As illustrated earlier in Fig. 3, depending on the link389

that an aircraft arrives at a waypoint, there are only a limited390

set of links available for the aircraft to leave the waypoint. The391

constraint (5) is utilized to limit the aircraft’s departure links.392

Inequalities (6) and (7) limit an aircraft to visit a waypoint393

and a link only once (Assumption 1).394

3) Timing Constraints: Next, we introduce a set of con- 395

straints to control the relationship between arrival and depar- 396

ture times on waypoints and links. 397

For all f ∈ F : 398

x f
� t f

IN ≤ a f
� (8) 399

a f
� ≤ Mx f

� , � ∈ L (9) 400

d f
� ≤ Mx f

� , � ∈ L (10) 401∑
�∈ω(v)−

a f
� =

∑
�′∈ω(v)+

d f
�′ , v ∈ V \ {v f

IN, v
f

OUT} (11) 402

∑
�∈ω(v

f
OUT)

−
d f
� = t f

OUT + t f
LATE − t f

EARLY (12) 403

Inequality (8) enforces aircraft to respect earliest departure 404

times. Constraints (9) and (10) force arrival or departure times 405

to be zero if the link is not used. In constraint (11), it is 406

assured that the aircraft is not delayed at the intermediate 407

waypoint. Finally, in Equation (12), exact earliness or tardiness 408

is determined. In our case, arrival time at a waypoint is 409

equivalent to the departure time from the connecting link (d f
� ). 410

4) Speed Control Constraints: In the proposed mathemati- 411

cal model, the flight time between two consecutive waypoints 412

is determined based on the flight speed. The distance between 413

two consecutive waypoints (LENGTH�) is known. Therefore, 414

the traveling time on a given link � with an average speed (s f
� ) 415

is: 416

t f
� = LENGTH�/s f

� , � ∈ L, f ∈ F (13) 417

which is a nonlinear term. In order to avoid the non-linearity, 418

two different speed control policies can be adopted: (i) Dis- 419

crete speed control; and (ii) Continuous speed control in which 420

the speed is substituted by the time to travel a unit distance. 421

• Discrete speed control constraints 422

Flight time as a function of speed can easily be derived by 423

utilizing a discrete variable. In a given link � with a known 424

link length (LENGTH�), for any speed in the speed set (s ∈ 425

S = {s1, . . . , sn}) there exists a corresponding flight time as 426

t�s ∈ T�. A binary decision variable x f
�s is utilized to connect 427

current speed with the flight duration. Consequently, 428

d f
� = a f

� +
∑

s∈S(s f
� )

x f
�s t�s � ∈ L, f ∈ F (14) 429

is derived. While discrete speed control is easier to model, 430

segmentation of speed increases the computational complexity 431

and reduces the accuracy. Consequently, a continuous speed 432

control policy is formulated. 433

• Continuous speed control constraints 434

Let τ� be the required time to fly a unit distance with a given 435

speed on link �, where τ� = 1 / s�. Describing speed in terms 436

of time to travel a unit distance enables us to determine the 437

traveling time on a link with a linear expression as: 438

t f
� = τ

f
� LENGTH�, � ∈ L, f ∈ F (15) 439

Consecutively: 440

d f
� = a f

� + τ
f

� LENGTH�, � ∈ L, f ∈ F (16) 441
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Fig. 4. Speed change from one link to the other.

Fig. 5. Speed control between consecutive links (speed is expressed in
Nautical Mile - NM per hour).

Assume that the speed on the consecutive link depends on442

aircraft’s current speed (see Fig. 4 for illustration). Hence,443

a relationship similar to the Equation (17) is required to bound444

the speed changes from the current link to the next one.445

(1− p1)τ
f

�′ ≤ τ
f

� ≤ (1 + p2)τ
f

�′ � ∈ L, �′ ∈ ω−
� (v), f ∈ F446

(17)447

However, constant speed change parameters (p1 and p2:448

allowable speed reduction and increase rates) may lead to449

significant speed changes from one link to the consecutive450

one. In this paper, in order to sustain a smooth transition451

between two consecutive links, a proportional speed change452

policy is adopted (speed change from one link to the next link453

is bounded). A numerical study revealed that, Equation (18)454

along with Equations (19) and (20) would imitate the desired455

speed-control policies as illustrated in Fig. 5. By calibrating456

smoothing parameters wmin and wmax, a variety of speed457

bounds can be generated as a function of current speed τ
f

� .458

τ
f

� − τ
f

�

− ≤ τ
f

�′ ≤ τ
f

� + τ
f

�

+
, � ∈ L, f ∈ F (18)459

In Equation (18), speed increase τ+
� and speed decrease τ−

�460

limits are assumed to be flight specific and determined as:461

τ
f

�

− = wmin(τmin − τ
f

� ) + wmax(τ
f

� − τmax) (19)462

τ
f

�

+ = wmin(τmin − τ
f

� ) + wmax(τ
f

� − τmax) (20)463

In Fig. 5, we plot the speed s f
� on a unit distance. It is then464

bounded as follows:465

s f
� = 1/(τ

f
� + τ

f
�

+
) ≤ s f

� ≤ s f
� = 1/(τ

f
� − τ

f
�

−
)466

Equations (19) and (20) are used to calculate Deriving467

τ−
� and τ+

� respectively. The following values are used for468

the parameters in Equations (19) and (20) :469

• speed increase:
{
wmin, wmax

} = {0.01, 0.44}470

• speed decrease:
{
wmin, wmax

} = {0, 0.85}471

• for both cases:
{
τmin, τmax

} = {0.01, 0.0009}472

Interpolation techniques are used to estimate the parameter473

values. As we observe a stronger control on speed bounds474

(see Fig. 5 for illustration), we adopted Equation (16) for475

the remainder of this paper for computing the flight duration476

between two consecutive waypoints.477

Fig. 6. Estimating industry data for fuel-consumption-rate as function of
speed.

5) Fuel-Consumption Constraints: One of the major con- 478

tributions of this paper is the modeling of fuel-consumption 479

as a function of speed. Several factors including aircraft type, 480

weather condition, flight altitude, aircraft takeoff weight and 481

its speed impact the fuel-consumption. Except for the speed 482

and flight altitude, none of the other factors are controllable 483

during flight. Accordingly, we only focus on the relationship 484

between speed and the fuel-consumption; and model the fuel- 485

consumption as a function of flight speed. 486

Let FCR
f
� be the amount of fuel required to fly an aircraft per 487

nautical mile with a given speed s. Then, the cost of traveling 488

the entire link is: 489

FCOST
f
� = FCOST_U × LENGTH� × FCR

f
� (21) 490

where FCOST_U is the unit cost of aircraft fuel and LENGTH� 491

is the length of the given link. In Clarke et al. [12], a rela- 492

tionship between speed and fuel-consumption is established 493

from industry data, similar to the trend illustrated in Fig. 6, 494

for various aircraft types. Although the fuel-consumption- 495

rate is different for each aircraft, a similar speed and fuel- 496

consumption-rate relationship can be established for most 497

aircraft types. 498

In this study, we compiled a data for the Boeing 777-200LR 499

as a reference. Similar trends for other aircraft are illustrated 500

in Clarke et al. [12]. In the model, the fuel-consumption-rate 501

is expressed as a function of decision variable τ . As shown 502

in Fig. 6, when plotted, τ against actual speed s, a strong 503

correlation with the fuel-consumption-rate of the Boeing 504

777-200LR is observed. For s ≥ s
, an inverse relationship 505

is observed up to 600 NM/hr (maximum speed of the Boeing 506

777-200LR is 510 NM/hr) where s
 is the optimum speed 507

to minimize fuel-consumption. Consequently, we scaled the 508

τ and s relationship through scaling parameters k1 and k2
509

and obtained the following expression as the speed-dependent 510

fuel-consumption-rate. 511

FCR
f
� =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

FCR
f 

�

(
k1x f

� + k2

(
τ

f
� − x f

�

s


))
if τ

f
� ≥ x f

�

s


FCR
f 

�

(
k1x f

� + k2

(
x f
�

s

− τ

f
�

))
otherwise.

512

(22) 513
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Fig. 7. Separation distance between two consecutive flights.

where FCR
f
s
 is the fuel-consumption-rate per unit distance514

traveled at the optimum speed s
. For scaling parameters515

k1 = 0.8 and k2 = 1, 000 and the optimum speed s
 =516

480 NM/hr (estimated from the industry data provided in517

Clarke et al. [12]), the fuel-consumption and speed rela-518

tionship given in Fig. 6 is obtained. It is evident from519

Fig. 6 that Equation (22) estimates industry data with high520

accuracy. Consequently, constraints (21) and (22) enable us521

to incorporate speed-dependent fuel-consumption cost in the522

objective function as given in Equation 21. It should be523

noted that the speed and fuel-consumption relationship is524

only an approximation for the steady-state conditions. During525

ascending and due to environmental factors (wind direction),526

such relationship may not be as accurate.527

6) Safety and Conflict Constraints: The proposed MILP528

model aims at assisting ATCOs and airline companies to sus-529

tain a mid-air conflict-free ATC. Let us now introduce a set of530

constraints to ensure a minimum separation between aircraft,531

and to avoid head-on collision and intersection conflicts. For532

all v ∈ V −, � ∈ ω+(v), f, f ′ ∈ F : f < f ′
533

d f ′
� − d f

� ≥ t f f ′ − M(1 − β
f f ′
� ) − M(2 − x f

� − x f ′
� ) (23)534

d f
� − d f ′

� ≥ t f f ′ − Mβ
f f ′
� − M(2 − x f

� − x f ′
� ) (24)535

a f ′
� − a f

� ≥ t f f ′ − M(1 − β
f f ′
� ) − M(2 − x f

� − x f ′
� ) (25)536

a f
� − a f ′

� ≥ t f f ′ − Mβ
f f ′
� − M(2 − x f

� − x f ′
� ) (26)537

Inequalities (23) - (26) ensure that when two aircraft are538

following each other on the same link, a minimum separation539

time of t f f ′
is sustained. Binary decision variable β

f f ′
� =540

1 implies that flight f is the leader on link �. The situation is541

illustrated in Fig. 7.542

Inequalities, (27) and (28) are utilized to avoid head-on543

collisions. The binary decision variable α
f f ′
� = 1 implies that544

flight f occupies the link earlier than f ′ when two aircraft545

use the same link from opposite directions. Hence these two546

aircraft are separated from each other for at least t f f ′
units of547

time at the waypoints that defines the links.548

For all � ∈ L, f, f ′ ∈ F : f < f ′ where OPP(�) is the link549

flow opposite to �:550

d f ′
OPP(�)−a f

� ≥ t f f ′ −M(1−α
f f ′
� )−M(2−x f

� −x f ′
OPP(�)) (27)551

a f
� −d f ′

OPP(�) ≥ t f f ′ −M(α
f f ′
� )−M(2−x f

� −x f ′
OPP(�)) (28)552

Finally, inequalities (29) and (30) are included in the model553

to guarantee the sufficient separation (t f f ′
) between two554

aircraft that are passing through the same waypoint. The binary555

decision variable θ
f f ′
v = 1 implies that the aircraft f passes556

through waypoint v before aircraft f ′.557

For all v ∈ V −, f, f ′ ∈ F : f < f ′
558∑

�∈ω−(v)

d f ′
� −

∑
�∈ω−(v)

d f
� ≥ t f f ′ − M(1 − θ f f ′

v ) 559

−M(2 −
∑

�∈ω−(v)

x f
� −

∑
�∈ω−(v)

x f ′
� ) 560

(29) 561∑
�∈ω−(v)

d f
� −

∑
�∈ω−(v)

d f ′
� ≥ t f f ′ − Mθ f f ′

v 562

−M(2 −
∑

�∈ω−(v)

x f
� −

∑
�∈ω−(v)

x f ′
� ) 563

(30) 564

IV. SOLUTIONS AND RESULTS 565

The en-route flight planning model discussed in Section III 566

is designed to serve for both current ATC-centered (cen- 567

tralized) and FFC-based (decentralized) ATFM philosophies. 568

In the centralized flight management system, the en-route 569

flight plans for all airplanes are optimally determined at the 570

beginning of the planning horizon. For the decentralized case, 571

which mimics NASA’s FFC ([20]), an en-route flight plan 572

for each aircraft is determined sequentially (according to 573

their arrival/departure sequence) given that the flight plans 574

for all earlier flights are already determined (known). Our 575

experiments show that, despite the fast convergence to a 576

solution, the decentralized method suffers from two aspects: 577

i) flights entering the airspace later in the sequence are unfairly 578

scheduled; and ii) airspace utilization is lower. Consequently, 579

a hybrid solution method is proposed to overcome the com- 580

putational complexity of the centralized model and the quality 581

issues with results obtained from decentralized model. Below, 582

the experimental setup and the proposed solution strategies are 583

discussed in detail. 584

A. Data Instances 585

In order to test the capabilities of the proposed mathematical 586

model, two hypothetical airspaces: i) around an airport with 587

34 waypoints and 192 connecting links; and ii) multi-airport 588

airspace with 50 waypoints and 170 connection links are 589

designed. The airport example enables us to generate busy 590

links where conflict and collision avoidance constraints can be 591

tested extensively. Moreover, the airport example demonstrate 592

how the proposed MILP model can assist ATCOs for sequenc- 593

ing aircraft arrivals and departures safely. On the other hand, 594

the multi-airport airspace example shows how the proposed 595

MILP model can be utilized as part of the ATFM system. 596

For the airport example, an aircraft enters (or exits from) 597

the airspace from dummy waypoints (vD
1 and vD

2 ). All aircraft 598

are forced to use a single runway which is a bi-directional arc 599

connected to the internal dummy waypoint (vD
2 ). The external 600

dummy waypoint (vD
1 ) is connected to four transition way- 601

points for the aircraft to enter/exit the airspace. Time of entry 602

to the airspace and the purpose of the flight (arrival or depar- 603

ture) are randomly generated. It is assumed that 50% of the 604

flights are arrivals. 605
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For the multi-airport airspace example, five waypoints are606

selected as airports. The departure and destination airports and607

the departure time of an aircraft are generated randomly. The608

capacity for airports and handling of the aircraft in the airport609

are not considered as part of this work.610

Time Between Arrivals (TBA) are assumed to be following611

exponential distribution. Length of each link is determined612

based on their locations in the airspace. Links near the613

runway are shorter. For an aircraft approaching the airspace614

from outside, the entry speed is assumed to be 300 NM/hr.615

Minimum speed on the runway is 150 NM/hr. Between two616

consecutive links, the aircraft is allowed to change its speed by617

approximately 50% at lower speeds and up to 20% at higher618

speeds with a higher and lower bound, s f
� ≈ [150, 550]NM/hr.619

It should be noted that speed parameters may not reflect620

the actual flight condition. In reality, different aircraft mod-621

els have different speed bounds. The cost of aircraft fuel622

is estimated to be $3/gallon. Finally a pair of aircraft is623

separated from each other by a Separation Distance (SD)624

which is measured in time (t f f ′
). Through various traffic625

conditions with a range of SD and average TBA, the impact626

of SD and TBA on the given objectives (average flight time in627

airspace, average cost and program execution times) is studied.628

Corresponding mathematical models were solved using IBM629

ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio 12.2, using Optimization630

Programming Language (OPL) on a personnel computer with631

64 bit operating system, 3.40 GHz Intel Core i7-2600 CPU and632

16.0 GB RAM.633

B. Centralized Solution Strategy634

From the ATC authorities point of view, it is strongly desir-635

able to optimize the usage of entire airspace for a given period636

at the beginning of the planning horizon. Hence, the flight637

plans for all aircraft are predetermined for the given period638

as: R f = (x f
� , a f

� , d f
� , t f

� , s f
� , FCR

f
� , ∀� ∈ L:x f

� = 1).639

The centralized solution strategy is best suited for managing640

the air-traffic around airports or within individual air sectors.641

Despite providing the optimum space utilization, the central-642

ized solution strategy is not practical to tackle large-scale air-643

traffic problems due to computational complexity. Keeping in644

mind that the proposed mathematical model not only handles645

the scheduling problem but also successfully integrates the646

speed-dependent fuel-consumption and collision avoidance647

features in one unified formulation. Hence, the computational648

complexity is high.649

C. Decentralized Solution Strategy650

In the decentralized solution strategy, we modeled and651

solved the MILP problem according to the principles of FFC.652

An aircraft departs or lands at an airport independently from653

the other aircraft according to its schedule. The objective is654

to determine the best flight plan for the approaching/departing655

aircraft with respect to the current traffic conditions. Hence,656

the problem is solved for a single aircraft given that flight657

plans of earlier flights (R f ∀ f ∈ F) are known. Despite show-658

ing very strong computational performance, the decentralized659

solution strategy leads to sub-optimal solutions, particularly660

TABLE I

CENTRALIZED SOLUTION: IMPACT OF TBA AND SD ON FLIGHT
TIME IN SINGLE-AIRPORT AIRSPACE AND DELAY COST

when the airspace is heavily congested. Since the best available 661

routes are allocated for the earlier flights, later flights are 662

forced to take less desirable routes. 663

D. Hybrid Solution Strategy 664

In order to addressed the weakness of the decentralized 665

solution strategy and the computational complexity of the 666

centralized solution strategy, a hybrid solution strategy is 667

introduced. In the hybrid solution strategy, en-route flight plans 668

R f ′ ∀ f ′ ∈ F ′ for the next N ′ flights are determined given that 669

R f ∀ f ∈ F for the previous N flights are already known. 670

By controlling the size of N ′, both the quality of results is 671

improved, and computational time is significantly reduced. 672

Consequently, larger sizes of problems are solved with quality 673

results. 674

E. Discussion on Solution Strategies 675

A large number of experiments were designed by controlling 676

the average SD, average TBA and the number of flights in the 677

system. The centralized method for both single-airport and 678

multi-airport examples fails to reach an optimum solution for 679

instances with large numbers of flights. Computation times 680

and other statistics for the single airport case is summarized 681

in Table I. The computation times for both single and multi- 682

airport examples for SD = 60 seconds are provided in Fig. 8. 683

Since less congestion is observed on links for the multi- 684

airport case, slightly larger instances can be solved on personal 685

computer (up to 35 aircraft on 50 waypoints airspace with 686

5 airports). Yet, exponentially increasing computation time 687

suggests that, the centralized approach is not suitable for 688

handling larger traffic conditions. Consequently, a heuristics 689

method based on the collision avoidance constraint relaxation 690
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Fig. 8. Comparison of computation times for single and multi-airport cases.

has been proposed. Without the mid-air conflict avoidance691

constraints, the problem is reduced to a shortest path problem.692

Since all flights are independent from each other, the math-693

ematical model could be solved in linear time. Following694

procedure is implemented.695

• Solve shortest path problem ∀ f ∈ F to obtain an R f
696

• Identify flights f ′ that violate constraints (23) - (30)697

• Generate a set of flight that violets conflict constraints698

F− where F = F− ∪ F+
699

• Solve the problem ∀ f ′ ∈ F− given that R f ∀ f ∈ F+
700

are known701

The proposed heuristic was able to increase the computation702

speed considerably (up to 48 flights on a network consists703

of 192 links was solved in less than 1 hour), yet the attained704

improvement is not sufficient to tackle general ATFM prob-705

lems that concerns larger networks with multiple airports.706

Despite facing a major obstacle due to its computational com-707

plexity, the centralized solution strategy is a strong candidate708

to be adopted by ATCOs to manage the air-traffic within a709

single air sector or airspace near airports for short planning710

periods (e.g. 60 minutes or less). Furthermore, the proposed711

mathematical model has potential to help authorities for man-712

aging the densely populated airspace more effectively due to713

its capabilities of incorporating mid-air conflict avoidance and714

speed-dependent fuel-consumption features. The decentralized715

strategy on the other hand can be solved in linear time. It is an716

iterative approach; the MILP is solved for a single flight at a717

time given that the current and near future traffic conditions are718

known. Despite fast convergence, the decentralized strategy719

suffers from two aspects: i) Flight plans are determined in a720

sequential order based on their departure times. At the outset721

of the planning horizon, the airspace is empty, consequently722

the performance measures (cost and the flight time in airspace)723

for earlier flights are smaller. Hence, later flights are unfairly724

scheduled; ii) Since the decisions for the earlier flights are725

made arbitrary when the extra capacity is available at the726

beginning, airspace is poorly utilized. In Fig. 9, results of727

8 different scenarios are illustrated. Test cases are differen-728

tiated by changing the average TBA. For all cases, a traffic729

size of 100 flights and SD = 0.3 minutes are used. When730

the airspace is congested (0.15 min. ≤ TBA ≤ 0.35 min.),731

the flight time in the airspace is increased and steady-state732

traffic conditions are not observed until the arrival of new733

airplanes stops (through the end of the planning horizon, total734

flight time is reduced due to the decreasing rate of incoming735

airplanes). When the capacity of the airspace is larger than736

Fig. 9. Impact of TBA on flight time in airspace: X axis includes a set of
experiments with different TBAs; Red line is the moving average.

Fig. 10. Performance comparison-hybrid vs decentralized for 100 flights:
TBA = 0.3 and SD = 0.31.

the requirement (TBA ≥ 0.35 min.), the transition period is 737

either short or does not exist. Existence of a steady state in 738

0.35 ≤ TBA ≤ 0.4 minutes arrival rate indicates the maximum 739

capacity of the airspace for the given SD. 740

The hybrid solution strategy is on the other hand designed 741

for overcoming the computational challenge of the central- 742

ized and the poor performance of the decentralized solution 743

strategies. Since the en-route flight plan is determined for N ′; 744

new flights at each iteration, better airspace utilization and 745

more equitable flight plans for most flights are observed. Fur- 746

thermore, the computational speed is significantly improved. 747

A comparison of Hybrid and Decentralized solution strategies 748

for total flight cost (cost includes delay/earliness and fuel- 749

consumption costs) for 100 flights is illustrated in Fig. 10. 750

As evident from the figure, for TBA = 0.3 and SD = 0.31, 751

the decentralized model fails to reach a steady state condition. 752

Even after new flight entry to the system is stopped, the total 753

flight costs continue increasing due to extended ground delays. 754

On the other hand the hybrid model provides flight plans 755

with significantly less total costs with much smaller varia- 756

tion. When the airspace is less densely populated (TBA = 757

0.75 and SD = 0.3), both decentralized and hybrid solution 758

strategies produce compatible results for total flight costs; yet 759

the variation among all flights under the decentralized solution 760

strategy is significantly higher than the hybrid solution strategy 761

(see Fig. 11 for illustration). 762

F. Mid-Air Conflict and Collision Avoidance 763

Next, we demonstrate results for the conflict and collision 764

avoidance. Fig. 12 illustrates how aircraft sustain the desired 765
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Fig. 11. Performance comparison-hybrid vs decentralized for 100 flights:
TBA = 0.75 and SD = 0.3.

Fig. 12. Impact of SD on flight plans: a) Flight plan for SD = 0.2 min;
b) Flight plan for SD = 0.25 min.

Fig. 13. Collision and conflict avoidance for the 5 airports case where
SD = 0.59 minutes.

minimum separation distance during their journey. Same fig-766

ure further demonstrates the impact of SD on the flight times.767

Finally, in Fig. 13 conflict and collision avoidance feature768

of the proposed MILP model is demonstrated for the multi-769

airport cases for 25 aircraft where SD = 0.59 minutes. In the770

figure, the circled area illustrates the flight route for two771

aircraft with the same origin and destination, following the772

same route while sustaining the minimum separation distance773

of 0.59 during their flights.774

G. Airspace Capacity Optimization775

In order to improve the congestion around airports, either776

the infrastructures need to be improved or SD should be777

reduced so more aircraft can be handled in the same air sector.778

Speijker [34] studied the possibility of reducing current SD779

levels in order to improve the congestion in airports. Their780

findings suggest that SDs can be reduced without risking the781

air-traffic safety. The conflict and collision avoidance features782

of the proposed MILP model has potentials to help aviation783

authorities to reduce the DC without jeopardizing the air-784

traffic safety. As seen in Fig. 12, when SD is smaller, aircraft785

Fig. 14. Speed changes during flight.

reach their destinations faster, consequently airspace becomes 786

available for the future aircraft. 787

H. Speed-Dependent Fuel-Consumption 788

In this work, we have approximated the fuel-consumption as 789

a function of flight speed so that the total fuel consumed during 790

the flight is minimized. In Fig. 14, it is shown that aircraft 791

changes their speeds for minimizing the fuel-consumption 792

cost (a sample of five aircraft is included in the figure). 793

V. CONCLUSIONS 794

We have presented a formulation for the ATFM problem 795

that integrates the mid-air conflict (collision) avoidance and the 796

speed dependent fuel-consumption issues in a unifying model. 797

Unlike most relevant literature, the presented mathematical 798

model avoids time-segmentation. Hence the flight times are 799

more accurately determined. Collision avoidance and accurate 800

computation of arrival and departure times enable decision 801

makers to sustain the highest possible airspace utilization 802

without jeopardizing the safety of flight which helps to 803

overcome congestion. The provided solution strategies are 804

practical enough whether for ATCOs to handle the entire traffic 805

stream, or in the context of NASA’s FFC, where pilots are in 806

charge of determining their flight plans. 807

The presented mathematical model is a combination of 808

scheduling and sequencing problems with conflict and col- 809

lision avoidance and speed dependent fuel-consumption fea- 810

tures. Hence the computational complexity is high. In order to 811

address the computational challenges, a decentralized solution 812

strategy which complies very well with the free flight phi- 813

losophy and a hybrid solution strategy that provides superior 814

results (in terms of airspace utilization and more equatable 815

sequencing) in comparison to the decentralized strategy have 816

been introduced. 817

In short, the following contributions are achieved: 818

• Collision avoidance is mathematically satisfied 819

• Airspace is more effectively used by accommodating 820

larger number of aircraft around an airport 821

• Fuel-consumption cost is formulated as a function of 822

speed 823

• Computational time of the model is improved by intro- 824

ducing decentralized and hybrid solution strategies 825

• Finally, the waypoint-based modeling computes traveling 826

times much more accurately. 827

Due to computational complexity limitations, the centralized 828

solution approach in this paper is not well suited for applying 829
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to all the airports and airspace in the National Airspace Sys-830

tem (NAS) nor the entire European airspace. In fact, only small831

to medium size problems can be solved, with sub-optimal832

solutions using either the decentralized or hybrid solution833

strategy. Heuristic techniques such as tabu search or simulated834

annealing, or exact solution techniques based on column835

generation and lagrangian relaxation may address these com-836

putational challenges.837
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